The last article (Truth VI) suggested that the most expensive defect is the one that goes undetected until the end of line. Indeed, undetected excursions typically result in the scrap of millions of dollars per year of defective semiconductor chips.

But many electronics suppliers and OEMs would argue that the consequences of field failures (reliability defects) are much worse than those of non-functioning devices detected at electrical test (killer defects). Reliability defects result in angry customers, expensive failure analysis, the possibility of lost business, or worse. Consider all the IC devices in places such as automobiles, airplanes, and medical diagnostic and treatment equipment. Reliability in these applications is critical—devices simply cannot fail out in the field. Hence, many fabs place a high priority on reducing the potential for reliability defects.

Truth Seven The seventh fundamental truth of process control for the semiconductor IC industry is: **Improving yield also improves device reliability.**

For a well-designed process and product, early-life factory reliability issues are dominated by random defectivity. This correlation has been confirmed by numerous researchers over the last two decades [1-6]. More recently, the authors interviewed the quality managers at multiple automotive OEMs who confirmed that the vast majority of reliability failures were ultimately traced to random defectivity in the fab.

**Latent vs. Killer Defects:**

By definition, a killer defect (a.k.a. yield defect) is a defect that causes the device to fail at $t = 0$ (electrical test). We use the term “latent defect” (a.k.a. reliability defect) to refer to a defect that causes the device to fail at $t > 0$ (burn-in to ~6 months).
Experiments conducted at multiple device manufacturers have shown that for every 100 killer defects that cause yield loss, there are approximately 1-2 latent defects that will result in a reliability failure. This relationship between killer and latent defects is unequivocal and applies to a broad spectrum of defect types. Furthermore, the preponderance of these defects also correlates with overall defectivity.

In other words:

- Lots with poor yield also have poor reliability
- Wafers with poor yield also have poor reliability
- Die locations with poor yield also have poor reliability

For this reason, many fabs will ink out a good die if it is in a suspicious neighborhood on the wafer. These good dies, located in neighborhoods where the surrounding dies fail (Figure 2), have a higher probability of a latent defect, which may activate in the field and create a reliability problem.
Figure 2. A good die in a bad neighborhood. Even though the highlighted die may pass final test, there is an elevated likelihood that this die represents a potential reliability problem. Many device manufacturers would ink out such a die at final test.

Reliability Defect Reduction Strategies

IC makers who supply the automotive industry have long adopted the following strategy: The best way to reduce the possibility of latent (reliability) defects is to reduce the fab’s overall random defectivity levels. This is accomplished through the following:

1. Increased investment in process control in order to achieve higher baseline yields and fewer excursions for the entire fab (both automotive and non-automotive flows; See Figure 3)
2. Dedicated automotive process flows that utilize only the most stable process equipment
3. Use of screening inspections on a few layers in which every wafer is scanned for defects. This is typically accomplished using high-speed inspection tools, such as KLA-Tencor’s 8-Series systems
Figure 3. Fabs set their process control budget by attempting to find the minimum total cost (the cost of process control investment plus the cost of lost yield). For some product types, the total cost must also include the cost of reliability failures. These fabs typically spend more on process control strategies compared to those which are only focused on the cost of lost yield.

**Conclusion**

Because yield and reliability defects stem from the same source, reducing the source of yield defects will have the side benefit of also reducing reliability defects. Depending on the nature of the product, this could play a significant role in the fab’s determination of the cost-optimal investment in process control. For more information on the correlation of random defectivity and reliability, please contact the authors or refer to the papers listed below.
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